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Grammar

Vocabulary

Skills
Speak/Function

Read Listen Write

2

Simple present and
present continuous
Tag questions

Check personal
Clothes, styles,
accessories, and information
patterns
Shop for clothes
Pronunciation:
Intonation in tag
questions

Read a newsletter
Write a description of what
you are wearing

1B
He’s broken
24 bones.

6

Present perfect with for
or since
Simple past

Jobs

Talk about jobs you
would like to do
Talk about dangerous
jobs

Read a magazine article
Listen to a professional
storm chaser
Write a paragraph about a
dangerous job

1C
It’s much more
rewarding.

8

Intensifiers much, a lot,
a little with comparative
adjectives and adverbs
(not) as . . . as

Adjectives to
describe work

Talk about what you
would like to do after
graduation

Read a magazine survey
Write about what you
want to do when you leave
school

1D
Across cultures

10

Teenage fashion Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Collect and organize your ideas

2 Life stories

12

Simple past

2B
He was
struggling . . .

14

Past continuous and
simple past with while
and when

Phrasal verbs
with up

Read an article
Talk about two past
actions happening at the Write a biography of a
same time
movie star
Writing bank: Biographies

2C
He had fallen
overboard.

16

Simple past and past
perfect
after/before + gerund
(-ing form)

Transportation
and travel

Retell a story from notes
Describe an interesting
journey
Talk about traveling

2D
Curriculum link

18

History — Milestones in travel and transportation Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Dictionary skills (1)

R1

20

Review: Units 1 and 2

3 Responsibility

22

Future tenses: will,
be going to, present
continuous form
be about to + infinitive

Food and
kitchen
equipment

Talk about future plans
Pronunciation:
Intonation in lists

Read an ad; an e-mail
Write a paragraph about
summer plans

3B
You have to push
yourself.

24

must, need, should,
ought to, have to, had
better

Part-time jobs

Use adjectives to
describe jobs
Describe jobs and
responsibilities
Talk about rules

Read a chat forum; a list
of rules
Write a paragraph about
rules

3C
You can’t make me
stay at home.

26

make, let, allowed to

Talk about rules and
chores at home
Invite, accept, and refuse
with excuses

Listen to a conversation
between a girl and her
younger brother
Write about rules at home

3D
Values for living

28

A refugee’s story Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Take time to prepare

1A
What are you
doing here?

Roleplay an interview
with a skateboarder
Show concern and
reassure
Pronunciation:
Intonation of Whquestions

2A
I didn’t recognize
you.

3A
There won’t be any
running water.

Read a website article
Listen to a conversation
about an accident
Write a paragraph about an
accident

Read an article
Listen to a story of an
eventful journey
Write about a trip
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Grammar

Vocabulary

Skills
Speak/Function

Read Listen Write

React to good and bad
news
Pronunciation:
Falling intonation in
exclamations

Read a video game review
Listen to a conversation
at a fair
Write a paragraph about a
personal experience

Music words

Talk about past events
that are still important
today

Read a website article
Listen to an interview with
a rapper
Write about a musician

Phrasal verbs
with on

Discuss innovations
Discuss music
technology

Read two articles
Write a paragraph about
new technology

30

Present perfect with
already, before, never,
ever, yet
Superlatives with the
present perfect

4B
He’s been playing
for 10 years.

32

Present perfect
and present perfect
continuous with for and
since
Present perfect for
numbers and amounts

4C
The website
everyone is talking
about

34

Restrictive and nonrestrictive relative
clauses

4D
Across cultures

36

English literature Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Listen for mood Writing tip: Conjunctions as well as, what’s more,
not only . . . but also Writing bank: Book reviews

R2

38

Review: Units 3 and 4

5 Natural world

40

Landforms and
Conditionals with if,
unless, provided that, as the environment
long as

5B
By the time the rain
comes . . .

42

Future time clauses with Extreme weather Talk about the future
when, until, as soon as, and natural
Talk about disasters
disasters
by the time, before

Read a magazine article
Listen to a news report
Write about extreme weather

5C
In case it gets cold

44

in case + simple present Camping
equipment

Read/listen to a
conversation about
shopping
Write a paragraph about an
outdoor vacation

5D
Curriculum link

46

Geography — Glaciers Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Dictionary skills (2)

6 Imagination

48

Conditional: if clause +
past

6B
If only I had my
camera!

50

wish/if only + simple
past

6C
If you keep playing
video games, . . .

52

Verb + infinitive or
gerund

6D
Values for living

54

The prom Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Disagree politely

R3

56

Review: Units 5 and 6

4A
The most fun I’ve
had in a long time

5A
Unless they do
something, . . .

6A
If I were invisible for
a day, . . .

Transitive
phrasal verbs

Noun suffixes
-ion, -ment, -ity,
and -y

Role-play a discussion
about a rock festival
Talk about two sides of
an issue

Pronunciation: Rising
intonation in polite
requests
Make and respond to
requests

Read a newspaper article
Write an e-mail to a
newspaper

Talk about imaginary
situations

Read a survey
Write a paragraph about
being a famous person

Ask for and give advice

Read a list
Listen to a conversation at
a zoo
Write a letter to a friend
Writing bank: Informal
letters

Talk about video games
Pronunciation: Word
stress in three- and foursyllable words

Read a website article
Listen to a discussion
about video games
Write about video games
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Skills

Vocabulary

Speak/Function

Read Listen Write
Listen to phone messages
Write a voicemail message

58

Reported statements
and questions

Ask and answer about
favorite websites and
buying online
Take/leave phone
messages
Pronunciation:
Sentence stress in
reported speech

7B
You promised not
to accept a ride.

60

Reporting verbs

Discuss correct behavior Read a quiz
Listen to a conversation
Restate what someone
about being grounded
has said
Write about a problem

7C
In spite of being
worried . . .

62

Subordinating
conjunctions that show
contrast

7D
Across cultures

64

Communication in the 21st century Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Using slang Writing tip: First, second, and last

8 Challenges

66

Adjectives of
so + adjective/adverb
emotion
(that) . . .
such a/an + adjective +
noun (that) . . .
so many/much + noun
(that) . . .
Verb + so much (that) . . .

Talk about new
experiences

Read an article; notes
Write an e-mail to a
friend about a first-time
experience

8B
I’m getting used
to it.

68

used to/be used to/get
used to

Ask for and give
explanations
Pronunciation: Word
stress for emphasis

Listen to a conversation
about food
Write a paragraph about
what you used to do

8C
Will I be able to
touch a spider?

70

be able to

Ask and answer about
your life using phrasal
verbs
Talk about fears

Read a magazine article
Listen to a report from a
phobia clinic
Write about things you
hope to be able to do

8D
Curriculum link

72

Citizenship — Charity work Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Dictionary skills (3) Writing bank: Formal application letters

R4

74

Review: Units 7 and 8

9 Solutions

76

Causative have

Parts of a bike

9B
To get the gold off

78

Clauses of purpose: to,
in order (not) to, so that

Talk about movie plots
Adjective
suffixes with -ful,
-y, -ous, -ive, -al

9C
It sounds like a
police siren.

80

look, seem, sound, feel,
taste, smell + adjective
/like/as if

Adjectives of
texture and
shape

9D
Values for living

82

Work experience Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Listen for linking phrases

7A
He asked me if I
had a website.

8A
Such an
embarrassing story

Relationship
words and
phrases

Phrasal verbs
with in

9A
Have you had it
checked?

Discuss three statements
about parent-teen
relationships
Agree or disagree with
someone

Describe and deal with
problems
Pronunciation:
Sentence rhythm and
stress

Talk about
advertisements

Read interviews; a
teenager’s account of her
relationship with her parents
Write a paragraph about the
differences between you and
a family member or friend

Read a list
Listen to a conversation
about problems
Write a paragraph about
something you had repaired
Read a magazine article
Write about a problem
situation in a movie
Read a catalog
Listen to radio ads
Write an ad
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Vocabulary

Skills
Speak/Function

Read Listen Write

84

should have/ought
to have

10B
It must be a fake!

86

must/can’t/might/
could for deductions
in the present

10C
He can’t have
drowned.

88

must have/can’t have/ Crime
might have/could
have for deductions
in the past

10D
Across cultures

90

Social customs Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Practice new language Writing tip: On the other hand, in spite of this,
consequently, because of this

R5

92

Review: Units 9 and 10

11 In the news

94

The passive: simple The media
present, simple past,
present perfect, past
perfect

Talk about different types of
media
Pronunciation: Word stress
in compound nouns

Read a website article;
Online news
Listen to people discussing
the paparazzi
Write about a celebrity and
the paparazzi

11B
He was being
chased.

96

The passive: present
continuous, past
continuous, and
simple future

Give opinions, agree, and
disagree

Listen to a conversation
about a movie shoot
Write a paragraph about
opinions of rules

11C
It ought to be
stopped.

98

The passive: modals, Adjective and
noun formation
gerund (-ing form),
and infinitive

Choose and discuss an
important issue
Give your opinion on an
issue

Read a quiz
Write a paragraph giving
your opinion on an issue

11D
Curriculum link

100 Science — Nanotechnology Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Dictionary skills (4)

12 Money

102 Conditional: if clause Verbs connected Discuss a news story
+ past perfect
with money
Talk about how to deal with
money

10A
He shouldn’t have
left it there.

11A
The photos were
sold.

12A
If she hadn’t been
so generous, . . .

104 wish/if only + past
12B
perfect
If only we’d had the
money!

Apologize for past mistakes Listen to a conversation
about a mistake
Write a paragraph about
past mistakes
Phrasal verbs
with away

Phrasal verbs
with out

Talk about hoaxes
Pronunciation: Eliding
consonants

Read a website article
Listen to a podcast about
hoaxes
Write about a possible hoax

Discuss possible solutions
to a puzzle
Explain past events

Read a story; a puzzle
Write a story
Writing bank: Stories
(Narratives)

Read newspaper articles
Write an essay for and
against winning money
Writing bank:
Discursive essays

Talk about regrets

Read an interview
Listen to people talking
about their teenage years
Write about past regrets

Give and accept
congratulations
Pronunciation: Weak form
/əv/ might have

Listen to a conversation
about good news
Write a paragraph about
what might have happened

12C
I might not have
done so well if . . .

106 Conditional:
if clause + might
have

12D
Values for living

108 The inheritance Integrated Skills/Consolidation
Learning strategy: Listen carefully to others Listening tip: Use the task to guide you

R6

110 Review: Units 11 and 12
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